NPCC Members of the NERC Registered Ballot Body:

The subject standard project is currently posted for ballot and formal comment through 8 p.m. Monday, Dec. 16, 2013. The Regional Standards Committee in conjunction with the NPCC Task Force on System Protection, reviewed the standard for technical content, and comments will be submitted to NERC to meet the Dec. 16, 2013 submission deadline. The posted PRC-002-2 Disturbance Monitoring and Reporting Requirements is different from the earlier versions of the standard in that it addresses “what” (data) is captured, not “how”. It does not address Disturbance Monitoring equipment. The RSC did not reach a full consensus on ballot position and the following clarifications and comments are being requested from the drafting team. A copy of the final RSC comment form will be posted on the NPCC website subsequent to submission.

Highlights of comments received expressed:

- Agreement with the methodology to determine BES locations for which data had to be captured
- Use of the term “locations”
- DDR for Flowgates, IROLs
- Clarification needed for some data that is to be captured
- Editorial suggestions

NPCC will be casting an affirmative vote to accept the standard, as the Regional Entity.

Please contact me if you have any questions.
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